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The discovery of diffuse sub-PeV gamma-rays by the Tibet ASγ Collaboration promises to revolutionize our understanding of the high-energy astrophysical universe. It has been shown that these
data broadly agree with prior theoretical expectations. We study the impact of this discovery on
a well-motivated new physics scenario: PeV-scale decaying dark matter (DM). Considering a wide
range of final states in DM decay, a number of DM density profiles, and numerous astrophysical
background models, we find that these data provide the most stringent limit on DM lifetime for
various Standard Model final states. In particular, we find that the strongest constraints are derived
for DM masses in between a few PeV to a few tens of PeV. Near-future data of these high-energy
gamma-rays can be used to discover PeV-scale decaying DM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

What is the best way to search for dark matter (DM)
in a particular mass range? Given the large number of
astrophysical evidences of DM and a much larger list of
well-motivated DM candidates, it is important to answer
the question by considering various techniques and observables [1–6]. Indirect detection of DM, in which one
tries to detect the annihilating or decaying signature of
DM via astrophysical measurements, is a promising way
to discover various different DM candidates [7]. Because
of the lack of knowledge about DM candidate masses,
one must conduct the program of DM indirect detection
using as many different observables as possible.
One such promising observable is high-energy gammarays (energies E & 100 TeV). These high-energy gammarays may be produced by hadronic or leptonic processes [8–12]. They can either be produced near astrophysical objects or can be produced by cosmic-ray (CR)
interaction with interstellar gas. Since the mean free path
of photons with energies between ∼ 100 TeV and ∼ 1019
eV is . few Mpc, a detection of gamma-rays in this energy range primarily probes the high-energy astrophysics
of the Milky Way (MW) [13–17]. The search for these
gamma-rays will also indicate whether the Milky Way
galaxy is a “PeVatron.”
Recently, Tibet ASγ Collaboration discovered the first
sub-PeV diffuse gamma-rays from the MW Galactic disk,
opening up a new chapter in gamma-ray astrophysics [18]
(earlier upper limits in a similar energy range exist
from the CASA-MIA and Kascade collaborations [25–
27]). These gamma-rays, which have energies between ∼
100 TeV and 1 PeV, were detected from two sky regions:
(a) 25◦ < ` < 100◦ , |b| < 5◦ and (b) 50◦ < ` < 200◦ , |b| <
5◦ , where b and ` denote the Galactic latitude and longitude, respectively. Studying the angular morphology
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FIG. 1: Upper limit on the lifetime of DM, τχ (s), as a function of its mass mχ (GeV). Our constraints are shown by the
solid lines. The blue, red, and orange lines represent the upper
limits when the astrophysical background follows the spaceindependent cosmic-ray prediction, space-dependent cosmicray prediction, and prediction from Fang et al., hybrid-γ
model as given in Refs. [18] and [19]. The dashed line shows
the best upper limit on τχ from previous studies [20–24]. We
assume the DM decay channel χ → bb̄ for this plot. We assume that the DM density profile follows the NFW form in
this plot and consider the 25◦ < ` < 100◦ , |b| < 5◦ sky region.

and the energy spectrum of these photons, the Tibet ASγ
Collaboration concluded that these high-energy gammarays are produced via CR interaction with interstellar
gas. The collaboration also demonstrated that these observations follow prior theoretical expectations. After the
publication of this discovery, a number of works revisited the high-energy diffuse gamma-ray production in the
MW due to hadronic and leptonic processes [19, 28–31].
These works confirmed that the Tibet ASγ data can be
reproduced using viable astrophysical parameters.
The detection of these diffuse gamma-rays also opens
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a new window into the study of new physics. One of
the well-motivated models of new physics which can potentially be discovered via these photons is decaying
DM [23, 32–36]. Among the simplest models are those
in which the DM decays into two SM particles. These
final-state particles produce gamma-rays due to decays
and electroweak processes. The current best constraints
on heavy DM (masses in between ∼ PeV and ∼ 10 PeV)
come from the observations of the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux by IceCube and the diffuse gamma-ray
background by Fermi-LAT [20, 22–24, 36]. Neutrinos can
be produced from various SM final states via decay and
electroweak processes, and one can search for these neutrinos in the high-energy astrophysical neutrino dataset.
Heavy DM can produce high-energy photons which can
get attenuated through interaction with the low-energy
photons present in the Universe. This attenuation process produces e± pairs which upscatter low-energy photons in the Universe. These upscattered photons can
be detected by Fermi-LAT. These two techniques can
be used to produce some of the strongest constraints on
PeV-scale DM.
In this work, we demonstrate that this new discovery
of sub-PeV gamma-rays in the Galactic disk region can
be used to probe new regions of PeV-scale decaying DM.
Given the initial dataset and its broad agreement with
theoretical predictions, the current dataset does not give
any hint of PeV-scale decaying DM signal. However, we
show that this dataset can produce the most stringent
constraints on the lifetime of PeV-scale decaying DM. In
Fig. 1, we show the upper limits on DM lifetime, τχ , that
we obtain for the χ → bb̄ channel, where χ denotes the
DM particle. The previous best limits for this channel
are combined and shown by the dashed line [20, 22–24].
We take into account various different astrophysical background models to derive our limits. The three kinds of
backgrounds that we consider are: the space independent (SI) and space dependent (SD) CR models from
Refs. [12, 18] and the hybrid-γ model from Ref. [19]. For
both the sky regions a and b, without including a DM
contribution, the SI CR model yields a relatively poor fit
to the data, and the constraint obtained using this background is the weakest. For region a, much better fits
to the data are obtained with the SD CR and hybrid-γ
model (without DM contribution), and these two limits
are most representative of what can be extracted from
the dataset. The data from the sky region 25◦ < ` <
100◦ , |b| < 5◦ and NFW DM profile are used to obtain
our results.1 Using other astrophysical models responsible for the detected gamma-rays [19, 28–31] result in a
limit which is very similar to that shown in this figure.
Considering a wide variety of astrophysical back-
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Note that for this region of the observation, with Space dependent CR and Hybrid-γ Model, inclusion of DM flux does not
improve these fits.

grounds and various two-body SM final states, we find
that our constraints are better than various previous constraints for most of the channels. This is a very promising
result; it demonstrates that near-future data on sub-PeV
gamma-rays from regions of the Galaxy which contain
a higher DM density have the potential to discover DM.
Our results imply that a better understanding of the production mechanism, energy spectrum, and angular spectrum of these photons, along with a near-future larger
dataset of sub-PeV gamma-rays will allow one to show
that this is the most superior technique of searching PeVscale decaying DM.

II.

FORMALISM

PeV-scale decaying DM acts as cold DM and thus
its mass density profiles inside DM halos follows the
Navarro Frenk White (NFW) or Einasto type [37–41].
For the MW galaxy, baryonic processes can produce
a cored DM profile and various measurements exist of the MW DM profile [42–44]. For concreteness,
we assume that the DM density profile in the MW
galaxy can be parametrized by the form ραβγ
χ (r) =
 −γ 

α (β−γ)/α
r
1 + (r /rs )
ρ
, where ρ = 0.4
r
1 + (r/rs )α
GeV cm−3 is the local DM density, r is the distance from
the Galactic Center, r = 8.3 kpc is the distance to the
MW center from the Solar position [45], and rs denotes
the scale radius of the DM halo [46]. The NFW profile is
represented by α = 1, β = 3, γ = 1, and rs = 20 kpc.
The cored profile is represented by α = 2, β = 2, and γ
= 0. A representative value of rs for the cored profile is
3.5 kpc. The Einasto
can be represented
as
 DM profile

0.17
0.17
2
r
−
(8.3
kpc)
−
ρEin
.
χ (r) = ρ exp
0.17
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Various particle physics models of DM have been proposed in the literature where the DM mass is in ∼ PeV
range [47–81]. The final-state SM particles produced in
DM annihilation or decay is dependent on the underlying
DM model. In this work, we will be agnostic of the underlying particle physics model and take various two-body
SM final states. Although, our choices of SM final states
are clearly not complete, we estimate that our limits will
probe well-motivated parameter space of various possible
particle physics models. For simplicity, we only consider
DM decay, although the same dataset can be used to constrain annihilating DM, too. We consider charged and
neutral leptons, gauge bosons, quarks, and Higgs bosons
in the final state of DM decay. These final-state particles can hadronize (if they are quarks) or decay (if they
are unstable) to produce high-energy gamma-rays. Even
a stable SM particle can produce high-energy gammarays via electroweak bremsstrahlung. There have been
a number of studies on electroweak bremsstrahlung in
recent years [82–86], and we take the photon spectrum
from HDMSpectra [86]. In our DM mass range of inter-
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est, the results of HDMSpectra agree reasonably well with
PPPC4DMID [84], and the differences between the final limits obtained with these spectra are smaller than 10%.
These photons, emerging directly from the DM decay
due to various SM final states, are also called the prompt
photons.
The high-energy photons produced via electroweak
bremsstrahlung and SM particle decays do not travel
unimpeded from its production point to the observer.
These high-energy gamma-rays can interact with the lowenergy photons, γ + γ → e+ + e− , and get attenuated.
The various low-energy gamma-rays consist of cosmic
microwave background (CMB), starlight (SL), infrared
(IR), and extra-Galactic background light (EBL). We
have used the parametrization of these low-energy photons from Ref. [15] and used the standard formulas to calculate the attenuation factor [15]. Because of the much
smaller density of the EBL at all relevant frequencies,
we neglect its impact in this work. The impact of the
SL + IR is most strongly realized when a high-energy
photon passes through the Galactic Center, where the
attenuation of the flux can be & 10%, depending on the
energy of the photon. The regions of interest considered
in this work do not include the Galactic Center, and the
attenuation of the high-energy photons on the SL + IR
is very marginal, ∼ O(1%), in our work. Using other
parametrizations of the SL + IR density will produce a
similar marginal effect on the attenuation factor for highenergy gamma-rays. The mean free path of photons with
energy ∼ 500 TeV on the CMB is ∼ 20 kpc. Because of
the Galactic scale mean free paths of the photons detected by Tibet ASγ (with energies in between ∼ 100
TeV and ∼ 1 PeV), we only consider the DM decay in
the MW.
Combining all this information, we write the prompt
photon flux from DM decay as
d2 φγ
1 R
dN
(Eγ ) =
dΩ 4πm1χ τχ dEγγ (Eγ )
dEγ dΩ
∆Ω ∆Ω
R smax
ρχ (s, b, l) e−τγγ (Eγ ,s,b,`) ds,
0

(1)

where ∆Ω denotes the total angular size of the region
of observation, mχ denotes the DM mass, τχ denotes
the DM lifetime, dNγ /dEγ denote the prompt photon emission spectrum, Eγ denote the energy of the
prompt photons, ρχ denote a generic DM density profile, τγγ denote the high-energy photon attenuation factor, and s denotes the line-of-sight distance. The relation
q between s and r depends on b and `: r(s, b, `) =

s2 + r2 − 2 s r cos b cos `. The differential angular
window is written as dΩ = d (sin b) d`.
In addition to prompt photons, DM decays also produce high-energy electrons and positrons. These highenergy e± lose energy during propagation. One of the
main energy loss channels is inverse Compton (IC), where
these high-energy e± scatter up low-energy Galactic photons to high energy. We study this IC channel following
Ref. [87].

FIG. 2: Upper limit on the lifetime of DM, τχ (s), as a function
of its mass mχ (GeV). We assume the DM decay channel
χ → W + W − for this plot. The linestyles and the assumptions
are same as those in Fig. 1.

Taking the measurements in the three energy bins provided by the Tibet ASγ Collaboration, we can write the
χ2 estimator as
X
2
χ̂2 =
(data − astro. model − NP model) /σ 2 , (2)
where astro. model indicates the flux due to some theoretical astrophysics model in this energy range, NP model
indicates the flux due to new physics, and σ denotes the
error bars in the data. We assume various theoretical
astrophysics models advocated in recent literature. The
NP model follows from Eq. (1). In sky region 25◦ < ` <
100◦ , |b| < 5◦ , among the considered theoretical astrophysical models, for the SD CR and hybrid-γ models the
measured data are reproduced and the minimum value
of the χ̂2 ( χ̂2min ) is obtained when the decaying DM contribution is absent. This is not the case for SI CR model
(one can observe a small excess in the highest energy bin
considering the SD CR model for the sky region 50◦ <
` < 200◦ , |b| < 5◦ and for both the sky regions with
SI CR model. Since the observed excesses are ∼ 1σ for
the mentioned models, we do not consider this excess as
an indication of a DM signature). After calculating the
value of χ̂2min , we obtain the 95% C.L. upper limit from
the equation χ̂2 − χ̂2min ≈ 2.71 using Ref. [88, 89].

III.

RESULTS

The 95% C.L. upper limits on τχ for χ → bb̄ and
χ → W + W − are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
For χ → bb̄, we see that this dataset produces the most
stringent constraint for masses ∼ 6 PeV to ∼ 15 PeV.
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Since the region of interest (25◦ < ` < 100◦ ) is far away
from the Galactic Center, the constraint is almost independent of the DM profile. Because of the lower energy
density of the SL and IR in the region of interest, we find
that the attenuation of the high-energy photons on these
low-energy photon backgrounds is small. Similarly due
to the lower density of these low-energy photons, the IC
contribution to our constraints is small. The largest uncertainty in our derived limits comes from the unknowns
in the theoretical prediction of this Galactic CR induced
photon flux. Various hadronic and leptonic models have
been proposed in the literature to explain this astrophysical flux, and a near future deeper understanding of the
theory predictions will help sharpen the constraints. We
find that the constraints from the sky region 50◦ < `
< 200◦ , |b| < 5◦ are weaker and hence we do not show
them2 .
When considering the DM decay channel χ → W + W − ,
we find that our work results in the strongest constraint
in the mass range ∼ 9 PeV to ∼ 30 PeV. The previous leading constraint in this channel was provided in
Refs. [20, 21, 24], and these are shown until mχ = 103
PeV. Constraints at higher masses are derived in Ref. [36]
from KASCADE-Grande [27], PAO [90], TA [91], or IceCube data [92]; however, in this DM mass range, we obtained a subdominant limit from Tibet ASγ , which thus
has not been displayed.
In the supplemental material, we display further constraints on τχ for various other final-state SM particles.
We observe that our derived constraints are the most
¯
stringent for a variety of final states: χ → uū, χ → dd,
χ → ss̄, χ → cc̄, χ → tt̄, χ → gḡ, χ → Z Z̄ and χ → hh.
For χ → τ + τ − and χ → ντ ν̄τ our results are superior
to those obtained from Fermi-LAT data, and they are
equally stringent as those obtained from IceCube data
in some region of the parameter space. For χ → νe ν̄e ,
χ → e+ e− , χ → νµ ν̄µ , and χ → µ+ µ− , our derived limits are weaker than the previous limits.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been anticipated for decades that high-energy
cosmic-ray interaction with interstellar gas will produce
high-energy gamma-rays and this will give us a unique
insight into the high-energy astrophysics of the MW. Recently, the Tibet ASγ discovered a diffuse flux of these
photons from the Galactic disk region. The data match
well with prior theoretical expectations. We study the
impact on PeV-scale decaying DM, focusing on the data
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We note that taking SI CR as the background model this region
provides a slightly stronger (∼ 6%) bound in DM mass range
108 GeV . mχ . 109 GeV as compared to the same arising from
sky region 25◦ < ` < 100◦ , |b| < 5◦ . While for other considered
DM parameter space region 25◦ < ` < 100◦ , |b| < 5◦ provides
better (∼ O(10)%) constraints.

obtained from the region 25◦ < ` < 100◦ , |b| < 5◦ . Considering various SM final states and astrophysical production models of sub-PeV gamma-rays, we find that these
data reveal the strongest constraint on decaying PeVscale DM for most of the two-body final states. In particular, the strongest constraints are obtained when the SM
final states are quarks, gauge bosons, Higgs boson, τ + τ − ,
and ντ ν̄τ . For decay to other two-body SM final states
that we have considered, our constraints are weaker than
those obtained via IceCube observations. Our constraints
are robust with respect to variations in the DM density
profile. These results open up a new way to probe this
class of DM models. Although we have focused on decaying DM, these data can be used to probe heavy annihilating DM, too, which we leave for future work. These
classes of DM models can also be well probed via various other observations [93–99]. In addition, a near-future
dataset from the Tibet ASγ Collaboration may help us
discover the DM particle identity.
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With the SI background CR model, the difference between our and Ref. [100]’s results is ∼ O(10%) for spectral analysis.
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Supplementary Material
Search for dark matter using sub-PeV γ-rays observed by Tibet ASγ
Tarak Nath Maity, Akash Kumar Saha, Abhishek Dubey, and Ranjan Laha
In this Supplementary Material we present limits on decaying DM for other two body final states and its comparison
with previous limits.
Other final states

While in the main text we have presented our results for two scenarios i.e., DM decaying to b b̄ and W + W − . In
this section, we present the constraints on DM lifetime for several other final states. For each plot, the combined
previous constraints from Refs. [20–22, 24, 36] are also displayed.

FIG. 3: Upper limits on the DM lifetime as obtained from the Tibet ASγ data assuming various astrophysical production
models of sub-PeV gamma-rays. The combined previous constraints from Refs. [20–22, 24, 36] are also displayed.
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FIG. 4: Upper limits on the DM lifetime as obtained from the Tibet ASγ data assuming various astrophysical production
models of sub-PeV gamma-rays. The combined previous constraints from Refs. [20–22, 24, 36] are also displayed.

